THE REVOLUTIONARY TRADITION : n
ideal remained the core of the revolutionary tradition: but how
this ideal should best be embodied in institutional form re-
mained a matter of constant, rnany-sided controversy through-
out the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Its possible implies
tions and manifestations were so many, and the social divisions
created by the Revolution itself were so deep, that a profound
restlessness became the most conspicuous characteristic of
French political life. And the revolutionary tradition became
a tradition of revolution, as well as of the Revolution.
There is paradox in a tradition derived from a revolution
which was itself a revolution against traditionalism. The
French monarchy of the ancien regime was the embodiment of
traditionalism. It involved a glorification of the past, an in-
herent resistance to change and a constitutional incapacity to
reform. The absence of a real system of common law and the
survival of a tangled mass of local immunities, competing
jurisdictions and embedded privileges tied the monarchy of
Louis XVI to the previous three centuries. The age even of
repentant monarchy was too far removed from the new, fer-
menting forces of western Europe to accommodate itself to
them. In England parliamentary sovereignty could replace royal
sovereignty because political power was already centralized in
one composite authority, 'the King in his Council in his Par-
liament9, and judicial power was already unified in the King's
courts. In France, the overthrow of royal sovereignty meant
the destruction of the only power which had held together the
diverse, dispersed powers of Church, nobility, and parlements.
The only theory and principle by which all could at last be
fused together and centralized was that of popular sovereignty
—the notion of a national 'general will', outlined by Rousseau
and Sieyes and interpreted in practice by the Jacobins. This
* general will', revolting against the bonds of an outworn and
antiquated political system, could function only through
revolution.
tionaries. He even described the will of nations as being coutside the
social bond' and 'free and independent of all civil forms': which did
not prevent his becoming the chief constitution-monger of the Revolu-
tion.

